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EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL EXHIBIT 
ON DISPLAY AT UD 
DAYTON, Ohio, September 6, 1979 --- The University of Dayton has purchased 
a copy of the Einstein Centennial Exhibit. UD's copy of the 18-frame exhibit, 
) 
which received nationwide publicity as it toured the country, is currently 
displayed on the second floor of UD's Roesch Library. 
Albert Einstein was born in 1879. The American Institute of Physics' 
Center for History of Physics create~ the Einstein Centennial Exhibit "to 
f 
encourage public interest in an area that is mory than just science," explains 
Dr. Joseph Kepes of UD's Physics Department. l ,,- ,. J"'" i , ..: .... ' \ 
f" / / ./ 
"It has to do not just with science' but with all interests. The AlP 
\/ 
created the Center for the History .,of Science })ecausk we need an understanding 
of how we got here. The Centennial< t£xnibitisth~:L. most dramatic of their 
,J"'" 
offerings," says Kepes. 
Support for the exhibit from the Nationa:! ·~'ndo~ent for the Humanities 
, L'Y""',,-"o -.....,>.'" 
~~'" . ", ~-:' ,. 
created an interest in the project which extend~ past scientific boundaries. 
In addition to data concerning achievements in Einstein's work:Cnej life, there 
are many excerpts from his book, "The World As I See It." 
Einstein died in 1955, still striving for a more profound understanding 
of nature. Prior to his death he said, "One thing I have learned in a long 
life: that all our science, measured against reality, is primitive and 
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EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL EXHIBIT 
(continued) 
childlike -- and yet it is the most precious thing we have." 
As an individual whose talents were not limited to physics, Einstein 
has been commemorated in recent years for his contributions to the cause for 
world peace, furthering interest in the state of Israel, and his search to 
unify the theories of electromagnetism and gravity. 
The Einstein Centennial Exhibit can be viewed during library hours --
Mondays through Thursdays from 8 a.m. to midnight, Fridays from 8 a.m. to 
10 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Sundays from noon to midnight. 
The exhibit will probably be moved in a year to the Physics Department 
in Sherman Hall on the University of Dayton campus. 
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